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This is the 55th True Parents Day. Do you know about True Parents? Through True Parents and the 

Blessing, we became Blessed Central Families. This is remarkable. 

 

There was a historic event where the ancestors Adam and Eve became the false parents and the children 

of Satan. This is sin. The parents created sin. The children whose parents sinned can't be proud of their 

own parents. 

 

The fall of Adam and Eve created the resentment of the Heavenly Parent. The Heavenly Parent's heart 

was broken. But the Heavenly Parent couldn't just leave Adam and Eve. The Heavenly Parents have been 

working in history to restore humanity through religion. 

 

God sent the Messiah, but people didn't accept that he came in the flesh. They crucified Jesus. Then what 

happened? Great indemnity. The Heavenly Parent could not use the people who crucified Jesus as the 

center. Jesus said he will return. The celebration of the Marriage of the Lamb. 

 

Until now, even people who believe in Christ cannot go to Heaven. After that for 2000 years, Christians 

had a lot of persecution. They just had hope that Jesus would come on the clouds. 

 

During the history of Christianity they had many divisions. In the 1600s, religious people went to 

America for freedom of religion. They sincerely devoted themselves to making a church, then schools for 

their children, then houses. They prepared the environment. After that there was more than 200 years of 

history in the US. US became the central country, but people didn't understand the Heavenly Parent. They 

didn't see the big picture. They stopped in the middle of the course. In the 1970's, the US became the 

central country of the nations of the world, but there were broken families and it was centered on itself. 

 

America could not fulfill its responsibility. Therefore, True Father had to come. Because the US has lots 

of family problems. True Father came as a doctor, as a fireman. He gave a speech in every state so that 

the American people can learn their purpose. 

 

What did the US do to True Parents? With the great indemnity of 2000 years? The US represented the 

son. Did the US accept True Father? True Father was sent to Danbury by the US. The people of Israel 

2000 years ago crucified Jesus. True Parents came to support the US, but we sent True Parents to prison. 

Even so, True Father worked to prevent South America from becoming communist, even in Danbury. 

 

The year 2020 is the 60 anniversary of True Parents blessing. It is the Diamond anniversary. Today we 

have many leaders here. It is five years before True Parents diamond wedding anniversary. Are you going 

to offer diamonds? US? The world? What is your attitude? 

 



Through True Parents, we have become blessed central families. Through True Parents, we have 

Foundation Day. We have become people of Cheon Il Guk. 

 

 
 

There are 7 billion people in the world. There are only a few people who know the Heavenly Parent. We 

will be in the position of ancestors. If you think about that, after 2000 years, what did Jesus disciples look 

like? We became Blessed Central Families after we accepted True Parents. We should be different 

people, world families. If you don't, you won't be original ancestors. Who do you want to be? You should 

show what you know to the people of the outside, understand? 

 

If you think your responsibility is the same as yesterday, you cannot stand in the position of an original 

family. 

 

I stand here as True Parents. It is really important. If you don't join with me, you will have no position to 

stand. If you don't have the environment, you can't be free. You can see me talk to you, but if you don't 

fulfill your responsibility, what will happen? Your conscience will tell you your position. 

 

Flesh is for 100 years, but spirit world is eternal. While True Parents are here, you became Blessed 

Central Families. After 20, 30, 40 years, you should be proud of yourselves. This current era is moving 

fast. So the Heavenly Parent raised and developed us. We should use technology. We should restore 

millions as tribal messiahs. Only by this foundation 2nd and 3rd generation will enjoy their lives. 

 

Every day we say pledge, but are you really practicing it? Father gave us the idea of how to live as owners 

of CIG. Our responsibility is to follow. 

 

We have to fan the flame of truth and restore all 50 states. Will you do it? 

 

I also talk about you to Heavenly Parents. This is a big country. 300 million people in the US. If they 

accept True Parents, the world will become one. 

 

2000 years ago was the Roman Empire. Now the US. Everything is connected through the US because of 

True Parents. But True Parents have been in the US for 40 years, but nothing yet. 

 

Have True Parents in your heart and produce True Parent's world. 

 

 

 

 


